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Company Profile

Visma | Raet is the founder of HR cloud

Of equally importancy is the trend that is on the

software. In the course over the years

side of employees: they are becoming increasingly

we have grown into a leading player in

autonomous. Current employees are far removed

the field of HR and Excasso Benefit in

from how they were ten years ago. Employees

the Dutch market and an emerging

have now become suppliers of their personal

player in the international market.

motivations and talents. And to a large extent they

Visma is a supplier of business

become their own HR managers. Employees

software and with 9,300 employees a

choose their own development, map out their own

major player in Scandinavia. We are

career, choose an optimal working environment

taking a new step with the acquisition

and increasingly determine the type of working

by Visma in July 2018. As part of Visma,

relationship that they want.

we are on our way to become the
largest Cloud Enterprise Software
Provider in Europe.

Mission
We want to take the next step in the world of HR.
Being the partner for HR departments at

Vision

strategic, tactical and operational level. We make

The world is globalizing, digitizing and

handling everyday administrative tasks simple, so

individualises quickly, leading to fundamental

that HR professionals can focus on growing the

changes in all sectors and industries. It is

talent of their employees and improve their lives.

against this background that being able to

Because people need to be able to use their

respond successfully and innovating has

talents to the maximum while they handle their

become a condition for success for every

HR affairs in one click. Our software and services

company, something that requires the right

are designed by people for people. Their needs

people with the best talents. This is an

are central to everything we do. We zoom in on

important issue in a wide and complex range of

the detail to take a step back to oversee the

HR issues. It also shows that HR has become

larger picture. The most important thing here is

strategic.

that we zoom in on our users - people.

Core values

Our Vision on Social Responsibility

Our values  are an essential part of our culture

The services of Visma | Raet turns around people.

and guide us through every decision we make

With our software we stimulate the development of

in our organization. They form the basics of our

talents and we make the life of more than 1.7 million

existence and act as inspiration for employees,

people easier.

partners and customers. It concerns the

But our responsibilitiy goes further than the convenience

following values:

of our software.
Visma | Raet is closely involved with our customers and the

•
•
•
•
•

Respect:
Reliability:
Innovation:
Expertise:
Team spirit

world in which we operate. With small and large initiatives
we contribute to a society characterized by respect for
each other and equal opportunities.

Employees determine
the type of working
relationship they
want.
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We do everything we can to protect the interests of
our customers, employees, shareholders and society.

CSR Statement

Debby de Gelder, Managing Director

OurCommitment
As Visma | Raet we recognize the importance of social responsibility and we are dedicated to ensure the
interest of our clients, employees, shareholders and society through practical practices on Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR).

We subscribe to the principles of social responsibility. We commit to:
• Accountability: be accountable for our impacts on society, the economy and the environment;
• Transparency: be transparent in our decisions and activities that have impact on society and
environment;
• Ethical behavior: engage in ethically behavior at all times;
• Respect for stakeholder interest: respect, consider and respond to the interest of our stakeholders;
• Respect the rule of law: accept that respect for the rule of law is mandatory;
• Respect for international norms of behavior: respect international norms of behavior, while adhering
to the principle of respect for the rule of law;
• Respect for human rights: respect human rights and recognize both their importance and their
universality.

We commit to inventory our material CSR issues, establish clear objectives and targets, develop and
maintain social responsibility programs and management systems, and dedicate sufficient resources to
respond to these principles. Management and employees are expected to contribute to this policy. We
will review our values, CSR strategy and performance annually to ensure that our commitments are in line
with our forward thinking.

We will work with the CSR Register to provide our clients with reliable data on our CSR programs.

16 July 2019

Managing Director,

Debby de Gelder
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CSR Program

You can meditate, rest or use the massage

Sexual Harassment, Aggression and

chair. It is also the place for prayer.

Discrimination
Within Visma | Raet employees do their work in

Dealing with privacy sensitive data

different places and under all kinds of

Visma | Raet manages a large amount of

circumstances. In addition to collegiality and

personal information. We only manage this

friendships, situations can also occur that disturb

Policy

This is possible at our customers, including many

data to perform the services that we have

the work atmosphere. Visma | Raet attaches

Overview of relevant policy documents, in

non-profit institutions in healthcare and education,

agreed with our customers. Visma | Raet has a

great value to every employee can do his or her

which CSR topics are elaborated in plans for

but also at other social organizations.

policy for handling customer data. Regulations

work in a good atmosphere. We expect a culture

implementation and guidelines for employees.

At Helping hands it is all about actively getting

and requirements for handling customer data

in which everyone respects his or her colleagues

started and doing volunteer activities for half a day

are also described in various chapters of the

and acts accordingly. Visma | Raet has taken a

or a full day, for example.

general security policy and the trustsite: http://

number of measures to prevent and combat

trust.youforce.com/nl-nl/.

undesirable manners.

Code of conduct
The worldwide code of conduct describes where
Visma | Raet stands for and believes in. It helps

Company Car Arrangement

us to guide our behavior and our ethical

The company car arrangement is intended for all

Development program

Relocation

decisions that are in the interest of all Visma |

Visma | Raet bv employees and its affiliated

Visma | Raet invites employees to

Policy to promote moving closer to work.

Raet stakeholders.

companies, who are eligible for a company car.

continuously develop their talents. Learning

It provides information about::

through challenges in your job, through others

Workplace arrangement

or through (online) courses / seminars; Visma

With computer work you perform many repetitive

| Raet offers through our Learning

actions and also the work posture

Management System (LMS) a learning

(long-term static load) is necessary.

landscape with a wide range of possibilities to

Screen work is therefore physical

develop as an employee.

very stressful. The health risks are mainly related

Shared Car Arrangement
At Visma |Raet we are thinking about new
solutions for mobility issues. How can we at the
same time become more sustainable and better
in facilitating our colleagues in their work for
our customers? That is why we organize a pilot
with a shared car.

Bycicle Arrangement

• The organization of the fleet management.
• Certain procedures such as the ordering, delivery
and return procedure of a company car and the
general use.
• The coverage of insurance and assistance at
home and abroad.
• The method for damage, maintenance, repair
and replacement transport.
• The car categories with maximum allowable own

Visma | Raet offers the possibility to purchase a

contributions and an example of the usage

new bicycle for commuting. To encourage

agreement.

commuter traffic for bicycles, the bicycle

to the possible occurrence of RSI-related

Privacy Policy Visma | Raet as

disorders.

controller

The chairs and desks, at Visma | Raet present,

This privacy policy concerns the role of Visma

often meet NEN-ISO and EN standards. But even

| Raet as controller within the meaning of the

if you have the right chairs and desks, they will

General Data Protection Regulation.

have no effect if you use them incorrectly. To
check whether the workplace is set up correctly,

parking facility at the Head Office has been

CSR Policy

Privacy Policy Visma | Raet as

you can consult the work instructions. A correct

expanded by 30 places and a bicycle shed has

The Visma | Raet CSR policy is based on three pillars:

processor

posture is very important.

been installed at the Amsterdam location.

social involvement, employees at the center and

This privacy policy concerns the role of

technological innovation (including environmental

Visma | Raet as a processor, as a service for its

Helping Hands

performance). The policy also includes issues such as

customers.

Visma | Raet gives employees the opportunity

business integrity and ethical behavior.

to make a social contribution to society (CSR)
together.

ME-TIME Room
The ME-TIME room is a place for you to retreat.
A place for you on a busy day to recharge.

8 - CSR Program
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MVO Measures

Environment

Visma | Raet wants her employees to feel happy
and healthy and we therefore think it is
important that employees can play sports and
competitions. Visma | Raet pays the costs of the

CO2 reduction Fleet

tournament / game / competition and supplies

On October 20, 2015, the Lean and Green

sports clothing where necessary. There are

Personal Mobility Award was presented to Visma |

Overview of concrete measures and

Fryske Marren, Nijmegen, Schiedam, Groningen,

numerous sports activities within Visma | Raet.

Raet at the BedrijfsautoRAI in Amsterdam. We

programs with which the CSR policy

Venlo en Zaanstad.

A few examples are the HR Paceline, which was

have earned this award by committing ourselves

has been implemented in the

started in 2019 by a number of fanatic HR

to a 20% CO2 reduction on our passenger mobility

organization and what has been

cyclists from the professional field. We like our

within five years.

achieved so far (impact).

work and we like to cycle sportively. And we

The CO2 annual figures of our fleet are

would like to combine those two elements! The

• 2014

1,92 kilotons

bicycle connects. Not only from one place to

• 2015

1,84 kilotons

another but also people together. In addition,

• 2016

1,64 kilotons

cycling is also healthy. It makes your body fitter

• 2017

1,52 kilotons

Sustainable purchasing Fruitful Office

and you do not burden the environment as with

• 2018

1,42 kilotons

Social Return

New fruit baskets are added every week

other means of transport. We will also link HR

The CO2 emissions of our fleet have therefore

Visma | Raet structurally cooperates with

delivered to our offices by Fruitful Office. For each

and bicycles together the following year.

already decreased by 26% since 2014.

customers on social return. In return for

fruit basket they supply, they plant 1 fruit tree in

Recently there was a fantastic edition with more

awarding an assignment, we offer

Malawi, Africa - in collaboration with Ripple Africa.

than 45 participants! That was a true platoon ...

Energy saving Optivolt

opportunities to people at a disadvantage on

Every 10 minutes a piece of land as large as a

in 3 groups (45 and 60km) we defied the Utrecht

OptiVolt has at Visma | Raet in Amersfoort carried

the Labour market. A good example is the

soccer field is cleared. With this campaign we help

hills! We also walk every year in the Dam tot

out an energy saving project. The company

outsourcing of test activities to

to reduce the effects of global warming and

Damloop, the last group was 30 people!

OptiVolt is concerned with the improvement of

Specialisterren, a social organization with

deforestation and create jobs for the local

autistic software testers. A selection of our

population.

Vitality

collective name for the quality of electricity.

social return initiatives:

In the three months from October to December

Visma | Raet collaborates with SmartVitaal to

Problems with the quality of electricity lead to poor

• Provide guest lectures at educational

2018 we will have Visma | Raet ensured that no

offer a platform with a health check and a

power and voltage quality. The origin of this is, for

fewer than 290 fruit trees were planted in Malawi

unique vitality offer from doctors, fit masters,

example, modifications to existing installations

(Africa)!

therapists and coaches. That way you can

such as grid configurations, replacement of your

actively take control of your own vitality. We also

equipment with electronics, for example, switching

offer this to our customers. A policy on vitality

to LED lighting and placing frequency converters

for our employees has also been developed. The

on electric motors. Poor current and voltage

next step is to set goals and to measure vitality

quality is characterized by the presence of an

KPIs. SmartVitaal was launched in 2019.

unnecessarily high voltage. This causes

Doing business honestly
Human rights

institutions.
• Offering a job for someone from the target
group.
• Educate people on benefits as a salary
administrator.
• Offer personal development workshops to
unemployed young people.
• Enabling empowerment training for people

Labour

from the social work provision.

current and voltage quality. Voltage quality, a

contamination and / or high consumption in
electrical engineering infrastructure, which can
cause malfunctions, damage to equipment and

Cities with which we have made social return

Sportactivities

agreements and which have been settled are:

There are various sports activities from Visma |

Amsterdam, Beuningen, Leiden, Lelystad,

Raet organized and made possible.
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equipment lifetime is shortened.
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Poor power and voltage quality therefore

We have also sponsored various social runs for

We also sponsored a prize bingo on King's

Together with JINC we help young people from

increases maintenance and replacement costs.

customers. In addition, we have 100 clients from in

Day in Madrid. The Alp d’Huzes was also

neighborhoods with a socio-economic

It causes damage to equipment and also

June 2019 Heeren Loo together visited Amersfoort

cycled and the HomeRide 2019 for charities.

disadvantage to a better chance on the Labour

generates one higher, unnecessary

Zoo. With 20 employees of Visma | Raet became a

The enthusiasm for such initiatives is

market. Children get stronger from it. This also

consumption. OptiVolt has placed at

day full of viewing pleasure, delicious food and

increasing within Visma | Raet.

applies to our employees who use their time and

MultiLiners® on the largest electric motors to

fun. Our working day after was nevertheless a

and improve the voltage quality of the

different one from other working days before.

company. By placing MultiLiners, our energy

Everyone at Visma | Raet is grateful for this

consumption can potentially decrease by 9.1%.

experience. What a deep respect we have for all

These MultiLiners ensure a reduction in kWh

people in healthcare! With these initiatives we

consumption, a better efficiency and an

would like to contribute more broadly to social

extended lifespan of our electric motors.

development by supporting the weak in society
and investing extra effort in this and / or by
making a financial contribution to social initiatives
that have an impact. The initiatives are often in
favor of Visma | Raet customers, which creates a
different relationship besides the customer
supplier relationship.

Society

energy for the employees of the future. Visma |
Visma | Raet is inextricably linked to its
environment for cooperation. We endorse
employee participation because within Visma
| Raet has a lot of different knowledge, skills
and expertise. We encourage them to use
their talents, knowledge and skills outside the
organization (socially) to their credit. In this
way, our employees contribute to social
development and in particular to support the
socially disadvantaged in society and to do
something extra. We provide free time and
budget for this.

Raet reached 116 students through orientation to
a profession. Bayza also stood at our helm for a
day during the "Boss of Tomorrow". Finally, a
conversation between King Willem-Alexander,
Bayza and Debby de Gelder (CEO) about education
and the role of the businesslife. In addition, on 13
June 2019, JINC and Visma | Raet signed an
agreement that improves the chances of starting
VMBO students. We provide EasyCruit free of
charge to support job application training. This
will make the training courses for VMBO students
more professional. We will, of course, continue to
work to give young people the opportunity to

Helping Hands
Volunteer deployment of our employees, previously
it was called the Raet en Daad policy. In 2019 this

Sponsorship and Donations

policy was renewed to "Helping Hands". We

Visma is the proud title sponsor of Team

encourage our employees not only to be

Jumbo-Visma, one of the world's top skating

commercially successful but also to have an eye to

and cycling teams. Team Jumbo-Visma has an

have for each other and society. Together we

impressive list of achievements to her name,

develop initiatives that contribute to a society with

both in terms of cycling and skating. In addition,

better opportunities for everyone. Examples of this

together with customers and employees, we

are making Christmas cards for a hospice, sports for

want to make a difference every day for a

muscle disease ALS, a creative marathon with 75

sustainable world in which we live with respect

volunteers where 12 hours were worked for

for each other. A few initiatives are explained

charities. They made chemo hats, sonde bags and

below. During team building days, we

beanbags for the children of The Princess Maxima

assembled furniture together with 70

Center. But there is also an innovation competition

colleagues for Evean, a Visma | Raet customer.

and the winner donates on behalf of Visma | Raet a

We have had such a good job doing it, and that

donation to a self chosen goal.

JINC partnership
Every child has talent. Also the hundreds of
thousands of Dutch children who grow up in
an environment with high unemployment and
few role models. That is why JINC fights for a
society in which your background does not
determine your future and in which every
child gets chances. To achieve this, JINC helps
children aged 8 to 16 get a good start on the
Labour market. Through the JINC program
they are introduced to all kinds of
professions, they discover which work suits
their talents and they learn to apply. In this
way, thanks to JINC, more than 55,000
primary school and VMBO students have the
opportunity to grow each year.

grow.

Sponsorship ‘United by Music’
Visma | Raet has been a sponsor of United by
Music since 2009. The contract was extended by
another three years in 2017. United by Music
offers talented people with intellectual disabilities
the opportunity to perform in front of a large
audience. The main objective of the foundation is
to promote the integration of people with
intellectual disabilities in the community and to
improve their quality of life. Music offers them the
unique opportunity to be treated as equals. United
by Music inspires, gives hope and changes lives. It
fits well with the vision of Visma | Raet, because
we always reason from the power and capacities of
each individual.

became even greater when the employees and
residents of as many as four nursing and care
homes could enjoy it.
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The most important success factor in the
field of CSR is co-creation and cooperation

Improvement Plans

Debby de Gelder, Managing Director

Overview of plans for improving the CSR

Optimize collaboration Sales

program:

Improve collaboration and information exchange
with Sales and other departments.
Implementation date: 01-07-20

Implement anti-corruption
policy

Further professionalize CSR

The company's anti-corruption policy

Further professionalize CSR policy and

determines our personal responsibility and the

associated certification.

values  that we will follow. Our customers trust
us. We can strengthen this trust by ensuring
that we comply with the Anti-Corruption Policy.

We do not tolerate any form of corruption and
will make efforts to ensure that it does not
occur in our business activities. Visma | Raet
will abide by all laws and regulations, and act in
an ethically and socially responsible manner.
The compliance department will prepare the
anti-corruption policy and review it annually.
Implementation date: 01-04-20

Implementation date: 01-07-20

Further expand information
exchange on CSR with customers
The most important success factor in the field of
CSR is co-creation and cooperation. Together we
can achieve much more for employees,
customers and partners, but also for the entire
society. By realizing it together with others, we
create added value for ourselves and for others.
Implementation date: 01-07-20

Contributing to the renewed
corporate culture Visma | Raet
Contributing to and creating the conditions for
a culture of involved employees.
Implementation date: 01-07-20
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Certificates, Approvals
and Assessments

Awards and Recognitions

Overview of awards, rankings and other recognitions.
Overview of certificates, quality marks and other checks and
tests carried out by independent third parties.

Gartner - Magic Quadrant BPO - October 2016
https://www.raet.com/about-us/gartner-magic-quadrant-bpo

HfS Payroll-as-a-Service Blueprint Grid 2017
ISAE3402

ISAE3402 type II Reports December 1. November 30, 2018

HfS Payroll-as-a-Service Blueprint Grid 2017 named as High Performers

- HR & Payroll services and Pension & benefit payments
- BPO Large and Corporate accounts

Lean and Green Award 5 year
Lean and Green is an incentive for companies and governments to focus on a higher
level of mobility sustainability. The program is implemented by Connekt, an independent

ISO 27001

and SaaS service delivery for e-HRM, Payroll and payment

Kwaliteit
ISO 9001
ISO/IEC 27001

processes, Personnel and payroll administration and BPO

www.dekra-seal.com

ge

cer t

if i c e e

Development, delivery and implementation of products

rd

Services

organization that connects companies and governments in formulating and integrating
sustainability objectives into the company.

Top 25 HCM Vendor by Apps Run the World, 2019
Visma - Raet in the HCM Top 500 in 32nd place! https://www.appsruntheworld.com/hcmtop-500-software-vendors/

ISO 9001

and SaaS service delivery for e-HRM, Payroll and payment

Kwaliteit
ISO 9001
ISO/IEC 27001

processes, Personnel and payroll administration and BPO

www.dekra-seal.com

ge

cer t

if i c e e

Development, delivery and implementation of products

rd

NEN 4400-1

Approved training
company

Services

NEN 4400-1 certificate for Raet B.V. Amersfoort.

Visma | Raet is registered as an Approved training company.
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MVO Scorecard

The CSR performance of this organization is assessed annually by FIRA
Sustainability. In doing so, we look at the extent to which there is a mature CSR
program that fits in with the activities and format of the organization, as well as
the level of ambition and the actual impact.

Human rights

Current performance

Last year

Last year

ISO 26000 : Stimulating social responsibility

ISO 26000 : Discrimination and vulnerable groups

Current performance

last year

Sustainable Employability and Development

Consumers

Current performance

Last year

Privacy protection

ISO 26000 : Personal and professional development

Environment

Current performance

Sustainable Procurement

Work for Vulnerable Groups

Labour

Doing business honestly

ISO 26000 : Consumer data and privacy protection

Current performance

last year

Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Energy

No initiatives have been shown.

ISO 26000 class: Climate change

There is a clear ambition on the subject
and the aspects mentioned, illustrated

Energy Efficient Software

by improvement plans, policies or

ISO 26000 : Climate change

Tangible
impact

Policy &
Certificates

certificates.
There are concrete measures that
make a positive contribution to the

Targets &
KPI's



aspects mentioned.
The ambition has been made concrete
with objectives that are periodically
measured and evaluated.
There is a substantial CSR impact on
the mentioned aspects of this topic
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Assurance Statement

Visma | Raet B.V. (further referred to as Visma | Raet) has commissioned FIRA Sustainability B.V. (further

Summary FIRA Comments

referred to as FIRA) to provide external assurance on the reliability of its Corporate Social Responsibility

We compliment Visma | Raet on initiatives undertaken. Please find a summary of our comments as

information as presented in the CSR-Register (also known as MVO-Register). This statement is issued to

published in the CSR-Register below:

Visma | Raet based on our assessment of the content, including underlying systems and available evidence,
as disclosed in its Basic CSR Report and CSR Scorecard. This statement is intended for clients and other
stakeholders who have a professional interest in Visma | Raet sustainability performance and

• Governance: CSR responsibilities are assigned at executive and management levels of the organization.

opportunities.

• Balance & Completeness: Management approach has not been disclosed. We encourage Visma | Raet
to formulate ambitions and clear objectives for all relevant CSR issues. We compliment Visma | Raet with

Scope

new practices on social return, employee vitality, and carbon emission reduction. Other practices are

The scope for this assignment is: Online services and software for Human Resources Management by

focused on community and social investment. We encourage Visma | Raet to disclose practices on

Visma | Raet B.V. (chamber of commerce 32097068) based in the Netherlands. Holding firm (Visma

employee development, energy efficiency of software, sustainable procurement, and data protection.

Nederland B.V.), Corporate (Visma A.S., Norway), and activities of all its other (foreign) subsidiaries are not

• Code of Conduct: A company code of conduct is in place.

in scope.

• Commitment to CSR: Visma | Raet has committed to the template CSR declaration, including
commitment to all CSR principles and to progress on material issues. We encourage Visma | Raet to work

CSR Report: Basic

on a company specific declaration.

Visma | Raet expresses commitment to the principles of corporate social responsibility, and
discloses its ambition on CSR issues as prioritized by the CSR-Register, including management

Date of issue: October 15, 2019 On

approach, policies, measures and plans.

behalf of FIRA,

Methodology & work Undertaken
Organizations process its sustainability information in the CSR-Register. FIRA verifies all claims and

Mrs. J. Chatelain

information in accordance with the standard particular to the Basic CSR Report (see CSR-Register Protocol
for details), based on moderate assurance. Claims and related information in the CSR-Register were
reviewed based on the evidence made available by Visma | Raet to FIRA to determine the plausibility of
information. FIRA ensures that the assessment team possesses the required competencies and adheres to

Director Reporting and Assurance

the principles of auditing regarding ethical conduct, professional integrity, and independence.

Conclusion
Visma | Raet reports about initiatives and performance related to sustainability. Based on the work
undertaken, we conclude that the claims and information portrayed through its report in the CSR-Register
are reliable.
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This report is based on the CSR information of Visma | Raet in
the CSR Register. The information in this report has been
verified by FIRA Sustainability. The verification statement is
included in this report.

Deelnemer

Visma | Raet
Plotterweg 38
3821 BB Amersfoort

MVO-Register

www.raet.nl

Nederland

